Instructions for installing fxstabilizer
and preparing it for trading

Open your Metatrader 4. Then Copy FXStabilizer.ex4 and FXStabilizer.dll from the
unpacked archive to their folders.

Reboot your metatrader 4. Create a new AUDUSD Chart with a timeframe h1 and attach
fxstabilizer to the chart.

Allow live trading and DLL imports. change input settings or leave the default
parameters (recommended).

Durable mode has a reliable and stable style of trading. It is perfect for a longtime
trading. Minimal deposit needed for Durable mode is $2500 using 0.01 lot.
Turbo mode is an aggressive and more profitable style of trading of FXSTABILIZER. It is
the best for a risky trading with maximal profit. Minimal deposit needed for Turbo
mode is $150 using 0.01 lot.
If you leave Autorisk as enabled, Fxstabilizer will set first lot automatically, based
on your deposit. If you disable Autorisk, the EA will set first lot based on the next
Fixedlot parameter. You can set there any lot you want.
RiskLimit is a money management of Fxstabilizer. You can limit your maximal losses
using this option. It is a part of your deposit (in percentages), which you can risk.
If your account has a mini/micro lot (do not confuse with a cent account), you should
enable minilot option. be careful, in case of improper use you can get bigger losses.
Usually Magic number of FXSTABILIZER is unique, so you can use it with other Eas
without any problem. Change its value only if your other EA uses the same magic
number.
You should leave slippage as default to prevent the interruption of the EA’s logic.
but there is a possibility to change it, if needed.

We recommend to trade 24/5 on AUDUSD currency pair only, using durable mode
with enabled AutoRisk and Risklimit 50% (or less). Recommended leverages are
1:200 – 1:1000. Minimal possible leverage is 1:100, but By reducing a value of
risklimit, leverage can be even smaller.

Make sure that fxstabilizer works properly: Autotrading is enabled and the process
is running.

Contact us, If you have questions. Our e-mail is support@fxstabilizer.com

